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[1] Accurate measurements of under cutoff proton fluxes in the energy range 0.07–
9.1 GeV have been performed with the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) at altitudes
of 370–390 km in the geographic latitude interval ±51.7�. A clear transition from a
Stably Trapped population typical of the Inner Van Allen belts, in the region of the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), to a Quasi-Trapped population in the regions underneath
the Van Allen belts outside the SAA is observed. The flux maps as a function of the
canonical adiabatic variables L, ao, and energy E are presented and discussed. INDEX
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1. Introduction

[2] The Van Allen radiation belts start from an altitude of
�320 km over the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and
steadily reach the full trapping zone at �1000 km. This
region is well studied, as well as those at high altitude in the
atmosphere (�100 km).
[3] The standard model for trapped protons in the Van

Allen belts is the AP-8 model, based on the data provided
by the long-duration NASA satellite campaigns [Sawyer
and Vette, 1976; Vette, 1991]. This model is de facto the
standard against which the other models are compared
[Lemaire et al., 1995; Panasyuk, 1996; Beutier and
Boscher, 1995]. Protons models have been developed also
by the Institute of Nuclear Physics (INP) of the Moscow
State University [Getselev et al., 1991]. Both the AP-8 and
INP are static empirical descriptions which describe the
average omnidirectional flux in the belts for conditions of
minimum and maximum solar activity, in the L shell range
between 1.15 and 6.6, with L as defined by McIlwain
[1961], over a kinetic energy range from 0.1 to 400 MeV.
[4] More recent data are provided by the Combined

Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) in the
energy range 1–100 MeV [Gussenhoven et al., 1993,
1996], by the SAMPEX mission in the range 19–
500 MeV [Looper et al., 1996, 1998] and the US TIROS/
NOAA polar orbiting weather satellites up to 215 MeV
[Huston et al., 1996; Huston and Pfitzer, 1998].

[5] Much less is known about the region between the
inner Van Allen belts and the atmosphere. One of the major
deficiencies in all the existing models is the large uncer-
tainty in the description at low altitudes (<1000 km).
Although the principal processes of injection and depletion
are known, a complete model of the sources and losses,
residence times, the energy spectra and the spatial distribu-
tion of the particle populations does not exist. Extensions of
existing models to lower altitudes are sensitive to the effects
of particle absorption and production in the atmosphere,
particularly in the South Atlantic Anomaly region [Fung,
1996].
[6] In the atmosphere, the available data come from high-

altitude balloon-borne experiments performed in the period
1960–1970 [Verma, 1967;Wenzel et al., 1975; Pennypacker
et al., 1973], in which the albedo and re-entrant fluxes
produced in atmosphere were measured in a energy range
from �45 Mev to �hundreds of MeV. The major
limitation for these experiments is the short duration of
the flight.
[7] At energies from �100 MeV up to the geomagnetic

cutoff, high statistics measurements of energetic protons
have been performed by AMS in low Earth’s orbit
[Aguilar et al., 2002]. The study of AMS under cutoff
leptons (e+, e�) data collected in the same mission are
reported elsewhere [Fiandrini et al., 2002, 2003; Esposito,
2002]. The study of the lepton fluxes has revealed the
existence of a steady population of energetic particles
below the classical Van Allen belts with a transition region
between a stably trapped population, located in the South
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), and a population of particles
generated from and impacting in the atmosphere, charac-
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terized by residence times up to tens of seconds, in the
region below the belts. In this paper, we analyze the
proton data to point out the features of the corresponding
flux in the same regions.
[8] The AMS data have been analyzed in terms of the

canonical invariant coordinates characterizing the particle
motion in the magnetic field: the L shell parameter, the
equivalent magnetic equatorial radius of the shell
[McIlwain, 1961; Hilton, 1971], and the equatorial pitch
angle (a0) between the momentum ~p and field ~B.

2. AMS Data Analysis

[9] AMS was operated on the shuttle Discovery during a
10-day flight, beginning on June 2, 1998 (NASA mission
STS-91). The orbital inclination was 51.7� in geographic
coordinates, at a geodesic altitude of 370–390 Km. The
detector, not magnetically stabilized, recorded data at dif-
ferent fixed attitudes with respect to the local zenith
direction (0�, 20�, 45�, and 180�). Details on the detector
performance, particle selections and background estimation
can be found in [Aguilar et al., 2002] and references therein.
[10] The SAA region is defined using the local geomag-

netic field intensity, B, as the region where B < 0.26 G,
corresponding to the geographic region shown in the insert
of Figure 1. This working definition is commonly used and

does not correspond to a physical separation of the drift
shells. The data relevant to the present analysis represent
37.5 hours in the region outside of SAA and 8.2 hours in the
region of the SAA. The data inside the SAA were not
considered in the previous AMS publications. Useful trigger
rates varied between 100 and 700 Hz, attaining a maximum
rate in the core of the SAA (B < 0.21 G) where the detector
livetime went to zero. Data analyzed in the present paper
refer to the peripheral regions of the SAA, corresponding to
a detector trigger efficiency >90% and livetime >40%.
[11] The values of L, a0 of the detected protons were

calculated using the UNILIB package (TREND Project:
http://www.magnet.oma.be/home/trend/trend.html; http://
www.oma.be/NEEDLE/unilib.php/20x/; http://www.
spenvis.oma.be/spenvis) with a realistic magnetic field
model, including both the internal and the external contri-

Table 1. Statistics of the AMS Stably Trapped and Quasi-Trapped

Proton Data Used in This Worka

Proton Particle Number Exposure Time, s

ST Inside SAA 42,806 29,540
QT Inside SAA 87,295 29,540
QT Outside SAA 354,902 135,000

aST, Stably Trapped; QT, Quasi-Trapped. The ST population is
permanently trapped above the atmosphere, while the QT one precipitates
in the atmosphere within one drift period.

Figure 1. Field of view (FOV) of AMS in the (L, ao) phase space. The gray area represents the
coverage outside the SAA, while the area enclosed by the red curve is the coverage corresponding to the
SAA region, defined as the region where B < 0.26 G and shown in geographical coordinates in the insert
plot. The region with B < 0.26 G and its exterior (B > 0.26 G) superimpose in the (L, ao) plane. For
comparison, also shown are the coverage of the AP-8 model (blue area) and a typical balloon flight FOV
(red region).
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butions [Tsyganenko, 1982] (see http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
space/model/magnetos/igrf.html). The AMS field of view
(FOV) along the orbits is shown in Figure 1, together with
the AP8 and typical balloon flight coverages.

2.1. Particle Classification, Residence Times, and
Mixed Radiation Belts

[12] To reject the cosmic component of the measured
fluxes, the proton trajectories were back-traced in a realistic

geomagnetic field model with the Earth’s penumbra effects
taken into account. Details are reported by Fiandrini et al.
[2003]. Particles are classified as Cosmic if they reach a
distance of 30 Earth’s radii. The remaining particles, clas-
sified as Trapped, reach the Earth’s atmosphere (taken at
40 km a.s.l.) or remain in flight for at least a complete drift
around the Earth. These two components are denoted Quasi-
Trapped (QT) and Stably Trapped (ST), respectively. Table 1
reports the number of QT and ST secondaries collected by
AMS inside and outside the SAA.
[13] To remove possible nonadiabatic behaviors in the

trapped proton population, two effective rigidity cutoffs
were defined: an upper cutoff Rcu, defined as the highest
rigidity above which all the protons are cosmic and a lower
cutoff Rcl as the lowest rigidity below which all the protons
are secondaries. The region in between Rcl and Rcu defines
the penumbra region where the adiabatic approach does not
hold and the particle motion is not well separated in the
three adiabatic periodical motions (gyration, bouncing and
drift), with nonlinear dependence on the initial conditions so
that the particle classification is uncertain. For this reason,
all the particles with R > Rcl were rejected even if classified
as secondaries from tracing (for more details, see Fiandrini
et al. [2003]). The adiabaticity conditions were cross-
checked with the smallness parameter � [Il’in et al.,
1986], which has to be below a critical limit (<0.1); all
the particles below the effective cutoff Rcl fulfill the
condition and have regular adiabatic motion, while all the
particles in the penumbra region and the cosmic component
have large � values.
[14] The tracing procedure determines the residence

times in the belts and the impact and production points
(IPP) in the atmosphere for the QT particles (Figure 2).
Within the QT population, two components are distin-
guished as a function of the residence time, T, in the belts.
The first one, denoted as Proper QT, is characterized by a
residence time scaling with the energy as E�1, limited to
energies below �2 GeV and with IPP points localized in
well defined locations corresponding to the weaker regions
of geomagnetic field. The second one, denoted as Albedo
QT, shows only a weak energy dependence in the resi-
dence times, the IPP points are uniformly distributed over
two symmetric bands around the magnetic equator and is
present at all the energies. Proper QT protons represent
�50% of the undercutoff particle population. This is due
to the drift shells, defined as surfaces formed by field line
segments such that the first two adiabatic invariants are
conserved, mapped out by the different particle types: the
albedo QT population moves on shells with most of the
mirror points lie below the atmosphere limit (Figure 3a)
and will be absorbed in few bounces from the generation;
the proper QT (or simply QT) one, instead, follows shells
having most of the mirror points above the atmosphere,
except in the region of the SAA (Figure 3b) so that they
can drift for almost an entire revolution before absorption.
The ST particles map drift shells with no points below
atmosphere (Figure 3c). The existence of the two popula-
tions in the QT components is due to the bouncing loss
cone angle, while the ST flux is separated by the drift loss
cone angle, as explained in the next section. Such a study
points out that at the altitude of 370–390 km, the flux is
dominated by particles having residence times much

Figure 2. Residence time as a function kinetic energy E
for protons in the top plot. The full line shows the curve
used to separate the two components. Impact and produc-
tion points at 40 km a.s.l. for Albedo QT (yellow) and for
Proper QT (red and blue), respectively, in the bottom plot.
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shorter than the usual Van Allen belts particles, with an
equilibrium between sources and losses in the atmosphere.
We use the empirical relation Tsep = 0.25/

ffiffiffiffi
E

p
to identify

the two QT populations. A similar pattern for residence
times and IPP was found for leptons [Fiandrini et al.,
2002].
[15] The fraction of the ST component was defined as

the ratio between the ST flux in the region where B <
BSAA, the B field value used to define the SAA region,
integrated over all the energies and directions, JB<BSAA

(ST) , and
the corresponding total flux of ST and QT particles,
JB<BSAA

(ST+QT), as a function of BSAA: for a given value of

BSAA, the fluxes JB<BSAA

(ST) and JB<BSAA

(ST+QT) were calculated and
the fraction defined as FST(BSAA) = JB<BSAA

(ST) / JB<BSAA

(ST+QT).
[16] The fraction of Stably Trapped proton component,

Fst, can be described with the expression FST = 1 � (BSAA/
Bo)

�a + (BSAA/Bo)
�b, with B0 = 0.21 ± 0.01 G, b = 0.86 ±

0.07 and a = 8.6 ± 0.2. Bo is the field value at which the
flux becomes entirely stably trapped (FST = 1) and repre-
sents the limit of the full Van Allen belts at the altitude of
the AMS orbit. The proton transition profile in Figure 4 is
less steep than seen for leptons, shown in the same figure,
(B0 = 0.21 ± 0.01, b = 0.59 ± 0.09 and a = 10.7 ± 0.7),
which suggests a possible difference in the process of

Figure 3. Typical drift shells mapped out by the three different particles populations observed by AMS
(see the SPENVIS on-line system at http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis). In the leftmost column, the
drift shells surfaces are shown. In the rightmost one, the corresponding altitude of the mirror points
(dashed for northern hemisphere, solid for southern hemisphere), in absence of the solid Earth, are
shown. The horizontal line represents the atmosphere limit, and the vertical lines denote the SAA region.
The ST component (C) has no mirror points below atmosphere limit. The Albedo component (A) has
most of its mirror points below the atmosphere, while for the QT component (B) it happens only around
the SAA.
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production and injection for the two types of particles. The
two fitted curves converge to the same limit, Bo, of the full
Van Allen belts, as expected.
[17] The low detector trigger efficiency in the SAA limits

the observable field to B > 0.21 G. Therefore we cannot
observe the full canonical Van Allen belts, which do not
have drift shells intercepting the atmosphere, but rather the
transition region between them and the underlying region,
where not closed drift shells, in the sense that they intercept
the atmosphere, and Van Allen shells coexist in the region
the SAA, which we refer to as the proton Mixed Radiation
Belt (MRB).

3. AMS Results

[18] The kinetic energy E, the L-shell parameter and the
equatorial pitch angle a0 are used to describe the fluxes.
The pitch angle is preferred to the mirror field value, Bm,
since limited to 0�–90�. A three-dimensional grid (E, L, a0)
is defined for flux maps.

3.1. Integral Flux

[19] Flux maps as a function of (L, ao) are shown in
Figure 5 and as a function of L in Figure 6, over two kinetic
energy intervals.
[20] In both the energy intervals the QT fluxes inside and

outside SAA look similar and have comparable intensities
(Figures 5b, 5c, 5e, and 5f). The integral fluxes at low
energy cover the full (L, a0) phase space accessible to

AMS, while at higher energies, the flux at high L and low
a0 is absent both inside and outside the SAA. The similarity
of the QT fluxes observed inside and outside the SAA and
the different behavior of the ST flux are evident also in the
radial distributions presented in Figures 6b, 6c, 6e, and 6f.
[21] The data indicate that the same QT population is

observed in different locations of the same drift shells inside
and outside the SAA.
[22] The dash-dotted line in Figures 5b, 5c, 5e, and 5f

identifies the lower boundary in (L, a0) below which no
Proper QT protons are found. It is defined by the relation
sin ab = AL�g with A = 0.84 ± 0.03 and g = 2.82 ± 0.1.
The motion of protons with equatorial pitch angles below
(above) ab is dominated by the bouncing along (drifting
normal to) the magnetic field line. It can be defined as the
equatorial bouncing loss cone for the protons at the
altitude of AMS. Taking into account that the particles
have regular adiabatic motion, the residence times can be
written as a function of the bouncing, tb, and drift, td,
periods of a particle in a dipolar field in which tb � L/b
and td � 1/LEkT = kdtdQ(ao � ab) + kbtbQ(�ao + ab),
with Q the Heavyside function, td, tb the drifting and
bounce periods, respectively and kb � 5, kd < 1 the
number of north-south bouncings and the fraction of a
complete drift, respectively.
[23] A different behavior characterizes the ST component

shown in Figures 5a and 5d. The solid lines represent the
lower limit for the Stably Trapped component at the altitude
of AMS, described with the relation sin ast = BL�b, with B =

Figure 4. The fraction of Stably Trapped protons (open circles) and leptons (solid circles) as a function
of the maximum local magnetic field BSAA, used to define SAA contours. The power law used for the fit
is superimposed to the data points.
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0.97 ± 0.05 and b = 1.76 ± 0.12. This represents the limit for
stable trapping of protons in the IVA belts, meaning that
particles with ao < ast cannot be injected into the IVA belts
because all the drift shells intercept the atmosphere; there-
fore the angle ast can be defined as the equatorial drift loss
cone angle. The dashed lines correspond to the limit for the
IVA belts at the altitude of AMS, given by sinaIVA =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

0:311=BoL3
p

, with Bo = 0.21 G, the fitted value for ST
fraction Fst. The region in between the two curves repre-
sents the MRB region at the altitude of AMS.
[24] At energies above 2.9 GeV, the ST flux is nearly

zero and concentrated at L < 1.1. The absence of ST flux
above 2.9 GeV represents an important model constraint.
At lower energies, the ST flux shows a dependence on L
and a0 (Figures 6a and 5a), with two maxima at (L, a0) �
(1.1, 90�) and �(1.7, 30�) and a minimum at �(1.4, 60�).
[25] The local pitch angle, al, distribution over the two

energy intervals, in Figure 7, shows a difference between
ST and QT and a similarity between QT fluxes inside/
outside SAA. The ST component (a, b) is strongly peaked
at al = 90�, as expected for locally mirroring, stably
trapped particles. A different behavior characterizes the
QT (c, d) component, which has a much broader peak
with no cutoff, indicating that no stable trapping is
possible.
[26] The systematic errors in the particle classification

and flux rates, induced by the experimental uncertainties (as
the momentum and direction resolution and energy losses in
the detector) on the initial conditions of the particles are of

the order of few percent and do not give bias in the fluxes.
Details are given by Fiandrini et al. [2003].

3.2. Differential Flux

[27] Corresponding similarities between QT fluxes inside/
outside SAA and differences among QT and ST fluxes
observed in the SAA are present also in their spectral
behavior. In Figures 8 and 9, the differential flux is shown
as a function of (L, ao) and L, respectively in three intervals
of the kinetic energy E and in Figure 10 the differential flux
as a function of kinetic energy E is shown in three intervals
of L.
[28] The QT differential flux has the same structure in

all the phase space and at all the energies, as seen in
Figures 8a–8f and in Figures 9a–9f. At equatorial regions,
the flux inside and outside SAA is at same level, while with
increasing L values the QT flux outside the SAA tends to be
softer. This suggests again that the QT fluxes collected
inside and outside the SAA are the same particle population
observed on different points of the drift shell. Hence we
drop the distinction between QT inside and outside the SAA
in the following discussion.
[29] The QT flux has an almost flat radial distribution,

covering narrower and narrower (L, ao) regions with
increasing energy as a consequence of the geomagnetic
cutoff. For the same reason the energy spectra are steepen-
ing with increasing L values, Figures 10a–10c.
[30] The ST differential flux shows a different profile

with two maxima and a slot which is maximal at low

Figure 5. Proton integral flux in the energy interval 0.07–2.9 GeV: (a) for ST, (b) QT in SAA, and
(c) QT outside the SAA; integral flux in the interval 2.9–9.1 GeV: (d) for ST, (e) QT in SAA, and (f) QT
outside the SAA. In Figures 5a and 5d, dotted curves show the limit for the full Van Allen belts; the solid
line shows the equatorial drift loss angle for stable trapping at AMS altitude. The dotted lines in
Figures 5b, 5c, 5e, and 5f show the equatorial bouncing loss angle for Proper QT.
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Figure 6. Radial profile of the flux integrated over a0 in the energy interval 0.07–2.9 GeV is shown for
(a) ST and (b) QT components in SAA and (c) QT flux outside SAA and in the interval 2.9–9.1 GeV for
(d) ST and (e) QT in SAA and (f) QT outside.

Figure 7. Integral flux in the energy intervals (a and c) 0.07 < E < 2.7 GeV and (b and d) 2.7 < E <
9.1 GeV as a function of the local pitch angle, a, for the (a and b) ST and (c and d) QT protons.
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Figure 8. Differential flux maps as a function of (L, ao) at constant energy in three different energy
intervals. Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show the QT flux outside SAA, Figures 8d, 8e, and 8f show the QT flux
inside the SAA, and Figures 8g, 8h, and 8i show the ST flux.

Figure 9. Differential flux as a function of L at constant energy in three different energy intervals.
Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c show the QT flux outside SAA, Figures 9d, 9e, and 9f show the QT flux inside the
SAA, and Figures 9g, 9h, and 9i show the ST flux.
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energies and vanishes with increasing energy, as shown in
Figures 8g–8i and 9g–9i. Compared to the QT flux, the ST
component is considerably softer and almost absent above
few GeV as shown in Figures 10g–10i, another indication
of an energy limitation for the stable trapping in the Van
Allen belts.
[31] In Figure 10, superimposed to the QT flux, it is also

shown the trapped flux obtained from the 3D Monte Carlo
simulation of the interactions of the cosmic rays with the
Earth’s atmosphere and the subsequent geomagnetic pro-
cesses [Zuccon, 2002; Zuccon et al., 2003]. The results
clearly show that the observed QT flux is consistent with an
atmospheric production in the interactions of primary helium
and hydrogen nuclei.
[32] A more detailed comparison is shown in Figure 11,

where the equatorial QT flux is compared with the simula-
tion, together with a prediction from [Ray, 1962, 1967] and
the flux provided by the AP-8 model (Figure 11a). In the
same plot it is also shown a comparison with balloon data
measuring the splash and re-entrant albedo particles at �3–
5 gr/cm2 of residual atmosphere, observed at a magnetic
latitude of 41�N (Figure 11b). The observed QT flux is
explained by a production process in the interactions of
cosmic rays with atmosphere and it is consistent with the
Ray calculation. The fluxes measured with balloon-borne
experiments in the atmosphere agree very well with those
observed at the AMS altitude. Differences up to five orders
of magnitude are observed with respect to the AP-8 flux.
This is due to the fact that AP-8 model holds only in regions

where the local magnetic field is B < 0.21 G, corresponding
to the full Van Allen belts, while the AMS data refer to
regions where B > 0.21 G and therefore the two sets of data
are not directly comparable. However, it is important to note
that the flux intensity decreases rapidly as we move from
the Van Allen belts to the edge regions outside.
[33] For the ST flux, the relevant difference in the flux

slope compared to the QT flux suggests that ST particles
might have a different origin, e.g., high-energy Cosmic Ray
Neutron Decay, pitch angle diffusion [Shultz and Lanzerotti,
1974; Albert et al., 1998] or different geomagnetic transport
inside the SAA.

3.3. East//West Asymmetry and (Rm, +m) Maps

[34] Magnetic east/west asymmetries in the QT and ST
integral fluxes have been also investigated. In fact, at low
altitudes, such asymmetries have been observed in trapped
protons at low energy [Heckman and Nakano, 1963;
Kruglanski and Heynderickx, 1999].
[35] By using a local magnetic azimuthal angle, bo

[Kruglanski and Heynderickx, 1999], particles from west
(east) have always bo < 0 (bo > 0).
[36] The east/west flux asymmetry A, defined as A =

(Jbo<0 � Jbo>0)/(Jbo<0 + Jbo>0), J being the flux, is shown as a
function of L for QT and ST proton components in Figure 12
in the two energy intervals 0.07 < E < 2.9 and 2.9 < E <
9.1 GeV. For the QT flux in the lower energy interval, the
asymmetry is compatible with zero within the errors (full
dots in the left plot of Figure 12); at higher energy, the

Figure 10. Differential flux maps as a function of kinetic energy E in three different L shell intervals.
The lines superimposed to the data show the expected trapped flux from atmospheric production [Zuccon,
2002].
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asymmetry is more pronounced with the maximum at
equator and decreases with increasing L values (empty dots
in right plot of Figure 12). Conversely, the ST fluxes are
anisotropic at all the energies with an excess of westward
(b0 > 0, A < 0) protons; for low-energy ST particles the
asymmetry is maximal at equator and tends to zero at large
L values as expected from geomagnetic cutoff effects, while
the flux is strongly suppressed at high energy.
[37] The east/west asymmetry originates from the fact

that protons from east have the guiding center below the
observation point and experience more atmospheric drag
compared to those coming from west with guiding center

above it. The drag depends both on the gyroradius, r,
increasing with energy, and on the residence time, T. For
low energy QT particles, both r and T are small for relevant
interactions with the residual atmosphere [Walt, 1964;
Shultz and Lanzerotti, 1974]; therefore no asymmetry is
expected. At higher energies, r is large enough to bring the
QT particles from east in the more dense atmosphere and a
large asymmetry is observed at the equator. For the low-
energy ST particles, r is small but T is large, so that
atmospheric interactions partly remove particles from east
and asymmetry shows up. At high energy, where the flux
has low intensity and is present only for L < 1.1, both r and

Figure 11. Energy spectrum comparison (a) between AMS, AP8, and Fluka simulation for protons at
0.95 < L < 1.2 and (b) between AMS, AP8, Fluka, and balloon data for 1.4 < L < 1.72.

Figure 12. East/west asymmetries for integral flux.
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T are large and then westward going particles which
experience long-term atmospheric interactions are com-
pletely removed.
[38] Integral fluxes for the AMS orbit have been inves-

tigated also using the invariant radius and latitude repre-
sentation, (Rm, Lm), which gives the spatial distribution of
the particles around the Earth [Roederer, 1970]. Each
measured pitch angle was converted to the value that would
be observed on the same L at a fixed value of Rm = R1. For
the AMS circular orbit at R � 380 km, a value of R1 =
1.08 RE was adopted, close to the upper limit of Rm where
only a small fraction of particles mirrors at higher altitude.
The flux intensity at R1 is related to the local intensity by
Liouville’s theorem and it is given by j(E, a1, L, t) = j(E, a,
L, t) with the new pitch angle a1 related to the observed a
by sin2 a1 = K sin2 a, with K = (BoL

3/BR1
3)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4� 4R1=L

p

[Selesnick et al., 1995]. Knowing the flux map at R1, it is
possible to convert the integral radial flux in a (Rm, Lm)
map. The limiting assumption is that there are no particles
with mirror points above AMS altitude. This can bring to an
underestimation of the real flux for possible radial diffusion
and loss mechanisms. The results are shown in Figures 13a
and 13b for QT and ST protons, respectively. It is visible a
smooth radial profile for the QT populations. The ST fluxes
present a different picture, with a slot region.

4. Conclusions

[39] The AMS measured for the first time with good
tracking resolution and high statistics the under cutoff
proton fluxes in the energy range 0.07–9.1 GeV at an
altitude of 370–390 km. Two populations were distin-
guished on the basis of the residence time outside the
atmosphere: one with residence times not longer than 30 s,
called Quasi Trapped (albedo and proper), uniformly dis-
tributed along the AMS orbit over the observed energy
range, the other with residence times typical of the Van
Allen belts, called Stably Trapped, found only in the region
nearby the SAA and limited to low energies.
[40] The observations support the existence of a transition

region from the Stably Trapped, nearby the SAA, where B <
0.26 G, to the Quasi Trapped populations outside of it. In
the transition region the two populations coexist and the
fraction of ST flux increases as we move toward the core of
the SAA. In the (L, a0) plane the lower limit is described by

the equatorial drift loss cone angle, ast(L), below which no
ST particles are found, while the upper limit is given by
aIVA(L), above which the ST fraction is the unity.
[41] This region, identified as the proton Mixed Radiation

Belt, is a source of the injection and loss of high-energy
particles populating the inner Van Allen belts.
[42] The QT fluxes measured inside and outside the SAA

present the same features in terms of flux intensity and
spatial distribution in the (L, a0) plane. This indicates that
they represent the same population observed on different
points of a drift shell.
[43] The residence time of QT particles is very short

compared to the typical residence times in the van Allen
belts. However, a steady flux of particles is present with an
equilibrium between sources, given by secondaries particles
produced in the interactions of primary cosmic rays with,
and losses, due to absorption in the atmosphere. The
residence time of the QT population is determined by the
equatorial bouncing loss cone angle, ab: no Proper QT flux
is observed inside this loss cone.
[44] The features of the ST component are different. The

ST flux is limited to relatively low energies, detected only in
the region of the SAA and displays a radial profile with a
minimum between two different regions. This suggests
some different process, like Coulomb losses at low L values
and radial diffusion at high L values, as indicated by Jentsch
and Wibberenz [1980].
[45] The Quasi-Trapped component shows appreciable

east/west anisotropy only for energies greater than
2.9 GeV. Conversely, for the Stably Trapped flux, clear
anisotropies are observed at low L shell values for all the
energies.
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